
The - irst step in tho analysis of &ne intercorrelations 
between th3 22 traita was au estimate of the conanunal.ities, Tho 
first estimate wa? the highest absolute value of the correlation 
ccef ’ ioients in each of tho successive columns of the correlation 
matrix. The ye values wen checked by *wo successive factorings by 
the centr Ad method. These estimates are givan below and it will 
be seen that the two last estimate _ are in agreement within i ,06,
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Table XXXT.
Si’■iÔ ssive Estimates of tho Conmunalitie?.

Trait Highest r 1 2
1 ,71 .71 .71
2 .64 .64 .66
3 .71 .57 .57
4 .51 .58 .56
5 .61 .60 .58
6 .67 ,70 ,68
7 .34 .38 .34
8 .c'+ ,58 ,61
9 .64 .62 ,63
10 .52 .52 .49
11 .67 .73 .77
12 .58 .66 .65
13 .62 .61 .5'<
14 .58 .55 .5?
15 .55 .54 .52
16 .30 .30 .28
17 .43 .48 .49
It .54 .64 .65
19 .51 .58 .59
20 .55 .57 •55
21 .48 .52 .52
22 .61 .61 .58

The final orthogonal factor matrix obtained by the 

oentrold method of factoring hcd 6 factors and la eivao In 
Table XXXII. In this factoring the diagonal entries were the 
oonmunalities given in column 1 above. A frequency distribution 

of the sixth factor residuals U  given in Table XXXIII.

- >
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Table mil,

Orthogonal Faotor Matrix F.
I IT III IV V VI1 -.38 .51 .34 .27 -.11 -.332 -.50 ,33 -.12 .32 .29 .32

3 -.30 .45 .34 .10 -.21 -.33
4 -.38 -.50 -.34 -.21 -.08 .02
5 ,67 .24 -.18 -.18 -.05 .08
6 -.77 .16 -.09 .05 -.15 .16
7 • t- o -.49 .12 .05 .27 .06
8 .a .16 .56 -.26 -.17 .07
9 -.57 .26 .15 .22 .24 .40
10 .53 .11 -.?4 .33 -.12 -.14
11 .68 -.39 .20 .11 .29 -.14
12 .64 -.06 -.30 .21 -.32 .04
13 .65 -.26 .11 .24 .07 -.09
14 -.63 -.18 .25 -.11 .08 i • O

15 -.31 -.54 .23 -.18 -.09 .13
16 .19 -.45 -,02 .19 -.04 -.02
17 .23 .50 -.26 -.16 .25 -.18
18 -.47 -.60 -.11 .15 -.06
19 -.25 .21 -.54 -.20 .20 -.33
20 -.46 -.42 .35 -.14 -.13 .06
21 .50 .31 .18 o•1 -.02 .22
22 .55 .46 -.11 -.21 .07 .05

Table mill.
Frequency Distribution of the Sixth Factor Residuals.

Re sidual. Frequency.
-.14 2
-.13
-.1 2
-.1 1
- .1 0
-.09
- .0 8
-.07
-.06
-.05
-.04
-.03
-.02
- .0 1
.00
.01 
.02
.03
.04
.05
.06
.07
.08
.09

0
2
2
6
6
6
24
24
30
52
32
62
32
56
44
22
28
10

8
6
4
0
2

108.
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fhfl orthogonal factor atrix F was rotated by the method 
of radial rotation. The transformation matrix^, and the resulting 
oblique faotor matrix V are given below:

Table XXXIV.
Transf ormation Matrix A..

109.

A B r, D E F
I .186 .252 .386 -.116 -.090 -.101

II -,180 .291. .645 .344 .255 .216
III .331 -.466 .178 .442 -.483. .057
IV .180 .637 -.525 .393 -.157 .503
V .829 -.420 .212 -.122 .670 .546

VI -.321 ,228 .288 -.710 -.471 .624

Table XXXV. 
Oblique Factor Matrix V.

A B C D
1 .01 .04 -.02 .72
2 .00 .18 -.02 -.02
3 -.07 -.03 .04 M
4 -.20 -.18 1 h *.36
f> -.08 .25 .49 -.20
6 -.37 .02 -.22 .03
7 .36 -.24 -.21 -.18
8 .02 -.19 .48 .12
9 .01 -.01 .02 .00

10 .00 .51 -.01 .11
11 , c7 -.J2 ,01 -.02
12 -.21 *56 -.01 -.13
13 .33 .14 -.03 .03
14 .08 -.45 -.27 .14
15 -.02 -.a -.30 -.19
16 .12 .06 -.33 -.09
17 .10

00o .45 .06
18 -.13 -.04 -.33 -.29
19 -.03 : o *>• .00 -.01
20 -.05 -.42 -.32 -,02
21 -.04 .00 ,64 -.14
2? -,01 .17 .63 -.08

E F
.04 .04
.18 .63
-.02 -.12
.04 -.22
.04 -.09
-.03 .15
-.05 .10
-.37 -,15
-.02 .61
.03 -.03
-.01 -.02
-.19 -.14
-.13 -.01
.01 -.04
-.34 -.13
-.17 -.06
.51 .01
.43 -.04
.66 -.16
-.33 -.JJ
-.12 .00
.16 .00

Interpre* j)f t|;e. Factoxs •

Faotors D, C and * in V « t r *  f t * *  * « >  «
,M1.- to three of tho factor, obtain* ft- the po=»i,. pol.

p0r ready reference in
matrix. We stall interpret these first.
the lnte. pretation, a Uat of tta n.g.tl~ pels tr.it. tocher 

with their respective cod. ls «1,en ” rVl*a ‘ ' |



Negative Pole Traits with Code Numbers.
1 Disagreeable 12 Cautious
2 Depressed 13 Sedate
3 Unco-operative 14 Quitter
4 Indecisive 15 Procrastinator
5 Undemonstrative 16 Slow Worker
6 Emotionally Unstable 1? Avoids Company
7 Lethargic 18 Lacking in Confidence
8 Indifferent 19 Socially Unea3y
9 Moody 20 Spasmodic W'.r̂ er
10 Serious 21 Detached
11 Placid 22 Uncommunicative

Factor 3 has large positive loadings of .56 on 12 (CmAious) 
and .51 cn 10 (Serious) with a smaller loading of .25 on 5 (Undemonstra
tive). There are high negative loadings of -.45 on 14 (Quitter), -.42 
on 20 (Spasmodic Worker) and -.41 on 15 (P-oorastinator). There is a 
picture of cautious, serious and somewhat undemonstrative behaviour

combined with persistent, at<ady and willing work.
In this factor the loadings are on exactly the same be

haviour traits as those involved in Factor A from the positive pd* 
mtri*, though here we w. dealing «!» the oppo.lt. pole, of the oor- 
tlnua, Tho loading, for both faotor , are given below end it will be

aeen that then. 1. 0 striking ei.-il.rity between tbw
„ \ Fwctor A (Positive t'ole)Factor E (Neĝ t̂ ve Poxe)

. , „ Code Trait LoadingCode Trait Loading Number ,/•
Number ,/ ^2 Impulsive
12 Cautious io Happy-go-lucky -.32
10 Serious c Demonstrative -.42

5 Undemonstrative + * o
14 Persevering "•45

U  Quitter 20 steady Worker
20 Spasmodic Worker -.4f ^  prompt Starter +*2y
15 Proorasttnator -«4A

This factor is directly interpreted from the correspon-
+ .r For the sake of uniformity the fee

ding factor tot* previous matrix.
the oositive loadings (this pro

*  - r :  1 — — > - "oedure was also adhere

designated ^  ^  ̂  ^  ̂

Mention ot ^ ^  totnl pattern of beUviour

tetlon of the factors has boon ^  ^  f.ctcr, rather than

indicated by the co^inatio: o . ^  charQoteri8tics ideated 
as u mere summation procece o



by eash 'successive loading.

This is necessary because the test items in the analyses 
are single descriptive adjectives which might be interpreted in 
slightly different ways by the raters for the experimental population.
It is essential, therefore,to study the cociiimtion of loadings to 

determine the type of behaviour the traits could have in conmon end 

why they cohere.
In Faotor A above, it seems likely that traits 34, 20 and

15 havi been interpreted in terms of a steady cautious approach as 
opposed to a quick and changeable one. One might have expected the 
behaviour characteristics described by these traits to bo included in 
factors concerned with driving force such as tho Activity factors.
It will be seen in the discussion of the following faotor from the 

negative pole matrix, which is designated Activity, that this combina

tion of traits doeo appear though with relatively small loadings.

The combination does not appear in the Activity factor from the 

positive pole matrix and it will be seen that in two other Activity 

factors, which will be discussed later, feat this combination does 

not appear though trait 20 appears alone with a small loading in one

of thom.
It coulJ ll b0 that these PartiCT'"1-ar b9haviour 

Oharactnristiea arc . torlnod U t h  b, action art Activity, but

the experimental resnlts inc..,at. that «"*
ted with Function aM there is evident ..unification 'or describing

Factor A as a Function factor.
Faotor C »s high prtto. loadl*. of M  on »  »•*— *

.. x /q on k (Undemonstrative), .'+8 on 8.63 on 22 (Uncommunicative), .4 on > vurw
 ̂ J /c ftn 17 (Avoids Company). I* ha3 negative (Indifferent), and .45 on 17 Uvoias

. . \ on 13 (Lacking in Confidence),
loadings of -.43 on 4 (Indecisive),

\ a on 20 (Spasmodic Worker, . There-.33 on 16 (Slow Worker), and -.32 on a
ere smaller negative loading, of -.30 on »  C*o— K -47 on

U  Cottar), ..a on 7 ( U W )  -  - 22 -  6 (“  
stable,. This factor is —  to Che Factor 0 obtain, fro.



the previous matrix3 which was described as a piotura of vigorous, 
keen and confident behaviour responses uni tampered by emotional 
complexity with neglect of genial social contacts and the lighter 
3ide of Ufa. For the sake of comparison the loadings of the two 
factors arp given below!

112.

Factor C (Negative Tola)
Code
Number Tra3t Lo-jAvig
21 Detached +,64.
22 Uncommunicative +.63
5 Undemonstrative +.4,9
8 Indifferent + .48

17 Avoids Company + .45
4 Indecisive -.43

18 Lacking In Confidence -.33
16 Slow Worker -.33
20 Spasmodic Worker -.32
15 Procrastinator -.30
14 Quitter -.27
7 Lethargic -.21
f> Fictionally Unstable -.22

Factor C (Positive Pole)

Trcit LoadingCode 
Number
21 Sympathetic zero
22 Talkative -.32
5 Demonstrative -.11
8 Enthusiastic zero

17 Seeks Company -.52
4 Decisive +,42

13 Self-confident +.42
16 Quick Worker +.13
20 Steady Worker zero
15 Prompt Starter zero
14 Persevering zero
7 Energetic +.22
6 Emotionally Stable + .38

Traits 22, 5, 17, 4, 18, 16, 7 and 6 are involved in 
both factors and the signs of the loadings are quite consistent. In 
addition 21 (Detached) and 8 (indifferent) appear in Factor C from 
the negative pole matrix! these traits emphasise the indifference to 
the social side of life which is evident in both factors. In 
addition there are small negative loadings on 20 (Spasmodio worker),
15 (Procrastinator) and 14 (Quitter) which can fit in with the 
vigorous and hard-working behaviour responses in the factor. In 
short, there is a consistent elaboration of the previous Factor '5 

and this one is also designated AsiisUfc. »  »*«* be recognised, 
hovevar, that this factor is not pn the same as the Heynaus-
W l . r «  Activity Faotor. Th. results of three aeP.r.t. feetorlO.

,vllU., -f social iniifferenoe oonbined studies indicate the possibility of sociax ana
with the rigorous, keen, p.r.<stent. nntanpered end evident » -
ponses vhidh C-raoterlse the H e y ^ i . r  ™  Aetivlty F.otcr. I*.

+ th, f„ot shat, social indifference is must, therefore, either aoeept the feet -ra
1 + the Activity Factor or, (which seems much more , an integral pc -t Ox the aouvj. jr

1 Chapter VI, p. 96, Table XXVIII.



likely since social behaviour i. an acquired personality attribute) 
that social indifference is a personality development often found 
in conjunction with the ba3ic behaviour responses of the Activity 
Factor. This personality development could be quite aptly des-

(Socially Uneasy), ,51 on 17 (Avoids Company) and ,43 on 18 (Lacking 
in Confidence) with negative loadings of -.37 on 8 (indifferent),
-.34 on 15 (Procrastinator), -,33 on 20 (Spasmodic Worker) and a 
smaller negative leading of -.17 on 16 (Slow Worker). It is 
interesting to note that in Factor C above, social indifferent was 
oonbined with self-confidence. In this factor the highest loadings 
arc on 19 (Socially Uneasy), 17 (Avcidr Company) and 18 'Lacking in 
Confidence), In other word3 "Lacking in Confidence" i& combined with 
the social attributes, Tliis is not sooial indifference, but clearly 
social unease and possibly social maladjustment ?n combination with 
good work habits, but with a tendency to impul jiveness. It is quite 
likely that the work-empharis is a compensation fc- sooial maladjust
ment. In other wordj, the activity evid.nt in t̂ is factor is a 
compensation activity stemming from o aiety and maladjustment. This 
factor has much in common with Fa.-̂ r F obtained from the previous 

matrix. Thair respective load'.Jigs are given below:

cribod as the "Strong Silent Man" type.

Factor S has high positive loadings of .66 on 19

Factor E (N-.gative Pole) Factor F (Positive Pole)
Code 
Nu ' Trait Loading Trait Loading

19 Socially at Ease +,51
17 Seekb Company +.43
18 oelf-confident + .32

viour respDnaes arc those of the socially-eomfortable, pleasure-

1 Chapter VI, p,39
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seeking individual who is alow and dawdlir. 35 far as )hysical 
output ana ork 5 s concerned.This is the b> -lour whioh if 
evident for the other ond of the continuum of Faot which would 
correspond to reversing the positive and negative load' , or of 
designating the factor according to tne negative loadings, 
the sake of unifoiTiity, however, we shall designate the factor 
according to tho positive loadings and will describe it as

r.nmponsation Activity.
Factor A is perhaps ore of the most interesting of

these six factors. It has a high positive lading of .57 -n 11 
(Placid) and smaller positive loadings of .36.on 7 (Lethargic) and 

73 or, 13 (Sedate). It has only one negative loading (-.37) whioh

is on 6 (Emotionally Unstable).
A coherent pattern of behaviour is evident here: -here

is emotional abutment combined with complete placidity. In other 
words the behaviour 1« adjuntlve but shows no affect. This facer 
w  very uell be complementary to Factor B from the positive pole

For the s>e of convenience Factor B is reproduced below:
Factor B (Positive Pole)

Trait LoadingCode Number ™  + 562 Cheerful
a Even-tempered
I Emotionally Stable
1 Agreeable * • %

X0 Happy-go-lucky

11
12
5

High-strung "*S
Impulsive 
DeTuon3trative

The highest loadin* is tho negative one on High rung, 

« . . , — — -  — »

» . -  ” ■
14 on t-aits denoting positive affect, 

thar- are loading - « behaviour
It seems quite W l y  there

varving from adjustive responses
continuum of ^ J  J  responses with no
combirad with - ri Ave all

1 "napter VI, v



affect. If this is the oaee, Faotor B from the positive pole 
would be better named Mlugtr,ent with Posit),vn as lt Vas

suggestad during the discussion of that factor, and Factor A from9
tho negative pole matrix designated Adjusts out with NnAffWvj-

For practical purposes of tf’TOerament assessment, 
howevor, one cannot confine the asse. 'snae’it of emotionality to an 
ad/ustment continuum which varies fron positive affect to no affect. 
Wc know from clinical experience that there are emotional responses 
aocc ~ '.niod by negative affect* for example, disagrneableness end 
depression hnvo Q3 atrong a claim to being concomritnnts of an er.io- 
tionnl state as agreeableness and cheerfulness. We kn̂ w too that 
there are individuals whose feeling*, are not allowod free expression. 
There la no overt expression of joy or pleasure or of anger or dis
appointment, yoi wc know by their tenseness, jerky movements, ex
cessive perspiration, jagged and breathless spooking, or any of 
these in corbinnt on, that they are experiencing 3omc emotion. A 
scheme of temperament assessment which is at all adequate must take 

all theso aspects of emotionality into account.
Reviewing the experimental results wj find the

following:
(1) The Preljulnarv Investigation. "here were two 

factors (Factor A ir. th. first and alternate rotations) designated 
Emotionally Stable whioh t*d In oo»on adjustlve responses co*lned 
with a positive of foot tone denoted by ag>eoableness and frlerdli- 
ness.1 There vas also a faotor (Faotor D) designated Emotionally 
Unstable characterised by non^djusnive responses coined with

introversion arf a negative affect tone denoted by

depression.2
(2) Th,. gvnerto.ua. JeiEataEPJiSli"-^' F'‘°t0r

"to Factor A Ebov8» i-t
B from the positive pole was very

* 4 * hv adlustive responses and a positive affect was also characterised by j

1 Chapter IV, pp. 72*
2 Chapter IV, p. 70



tone and was designated Emotionally Stable.1 Faotor 0 from the 

po?itive pole was 3 compound designated Primary Function and 
Emotionally Unstable.2

(3) The Experimental Results (hogqtjv.-- Pole). There 
'.■xs r.o emotionality factor complementary to the one from the poeitive 
pole matrix (i.e, whioh had similar loadings on the same variables) 
as there was for the Function and Activity factors. In other words, 
there was no emotionality factor with loadings on a combination of 
behaviour character!sties sueh as Depressed, Moody, Emotionally 
Unstably, Disagreeable and High-strung, which would lave been 
similar to the Emotionally Unstable factor in the Preliminary 
Investigation. There is, however, a factor (Factor A) which is 
tareeterised by emotional edjustment with placidity end no affeet.3 

It seems a reasonable conclusion that it would not be 

aeeningful to describe emotionality in term, of e N a t i o n  fro. 

positive effect tone to negative affect ton. whioh wools have been 
indicated had we obtained co»pl=m.nt»y factors including positive 
and negative a f U o t  respectively from the positive and negative pole
matrices. It seems more feasible that the opposite pole of the

„ - * neea'lvo affect would be no affeot. continua for both positive —  negu^ve
™uld be î prescnted diagraramatioally as Such a rating scale could t>e pr

Figure VI•

Positive Affect-----------------_ _ ^ N o  Affect

Negative Affect
, . Would not be at variance with psycho-Such a scheme wouj-u

ulth the results of this instigation. Certain* 
logical theory «  ls concave in

-  this —  being ndvnneed as n
this rospcct, but doos

reasomblo iypothesia.
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1 Chapter VI, p« 97
2 Chapter VI, p# —
3 Chi.pter VII, P*



is usual..y associated with adjustment, negative affeot with 
maladjustment and Inhibited emotionality with agitated maladjust
ment, thus the axis XYZ may be a variation in the adjustment of 
emotional responses.

It is diffioult to ooncoive of responses whioh are not 
Rcoompaij.ed by any sort of affeot tone (i.e. where there is com
plete placidity) as being other than adjustive. There would, 
therefore, be no adjustment oontinuum for responses with no affeot, 
whioh would have been indicated by a vertical axis through Q in 
the diagram.

Those hypotheses should bo tested in a nex faotorial 
study cc.nstrv.ct3d specifically to cover the area of emotional and

non-emotional behaviour responses.
The remaining faotors from the negative pole matrix 

are not particularly interesting. Factor D has a high positive 
loading of .72 on 1 (Disagreeable) and .64 or 3 (Unco-operativn), 
combined with smaller negetivo loadings of -.36 on 4 (indecisive) 
and -,29 on 18 (Lacking in Confidence). This is a fairly common 
type of personality development. It describes the individual who 
is decisive and confident and who will -et his own way to the point 
of disagreeableness and o ico-operatlvencss. There is no corrobora
tive evidence for this factor fro* tho previous matrix and ii can

only be tentatively designated as Dpclm.or.irg,
The last factor, F,ctor F, is a doublet with only two

High « «  the* -  P-iti~ !-«*«■ °f •« "  2 (D8Pre330d) 
and .61 on 9 (Koody). Those two trait, dc not appear in any of 
th. other factors. ^ l o t s  are factorial* i^etcr»i»ate and all 

that can ho said is that traits 2 «d 0 h.« nil their variant in

118.

common•
The oorrolations between tho primal factors were
V «* the orovious chapter and are given overlea: calculated as shown in the prt-vao
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Table XXXVI.

Correlations .etwoen the Primary Factors.

Adjust
ment with 
No Affect 

A

Secon
dary
Function

B
Activity

C

Domi-
neoring
D

Compen
sation
Activity

E

Depressed
and
Moody

F
Adjustment 
with No A 
_4ffsfit— ..

1.000

Secondary  ̂
Function .645 1.000

Activity C .217 .263 1,000

Toninoerinf: D ir>• -.323 .041 1.000

Compen
sation E 
Activity

-.455 -.151 -.190 .114 1.000

Depressed 
and F 
Moo&

-.621 -.571 1 -.247 .410 .221 1.000

These correlations are logioftl in the light of the 
intsrpretation of the fsotorr. Faotor A (Adjustment with No Affect 
has positive correlations of .645 with Secondary Function t>nd .217 

with Activity. This is satisfactory since Secondary Funotion on 

toymans' view is negatively associate! with Emotionalltyl or affect 
and beoause ether thing, being eousl, Secondary Function facilitates 
adjustment, Activity, too, facilitate, adjustment and counteracts 
emotional complexity. One might, In fact, have expected a higher 
correlation vlth the Activity Factor. Factor A has a negative 
correlation ,f -.450 with Domineering which is only to be expected 
since the Domineering factor has loadings on such behaviour traits 
as Ms.gre.ahlc a *  .,noo-»perative.* It » neg.tive correlation 
of -.455 with Factor E which 1. described as Compensation Activity. 
In a discussion of this factor it was suggested that this activity 
stemmed from anxiety and mal adjusts^ and one would, thereiore,

1 Chapter VI, p. 1°°
2 Chapter VII, P«

3 Chapter VII, p. 113
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expect a negative correlation with an adjustment factor such as 
Faotor A. Factor A had a large negative correlation of -.624 with
the doublet Depressed and M6ody which requires no further explana-

tion.
Factor B (Securdary Function) has a positive coriola- 

tion of .263 with the Activity factor. This association was found 
between these factors from the positive pole matrix and has also 
beon mentioned by both Heymans and B ie 3heuvel.1 Heymans also 
considered that Secotidary Function was negatively associated with 
Emotionality and Factor B ha3 negative correlations of -.323 and 
-,571 with the Domineering and Depressed and Moody factors respec

tively which both include negati\«.' affect.
Factor C (Activity) has also a negative correlation of

-.247 with Doproased and Moody which is quite logical and a smaller 
negative correlation of -.190 with Factor E (Compensation Activity) 
which is due to tho uialadjustive elements in this factor. This 
correlation emphasises the difference in these Activity factors. 
Factor C has a low correlation of .041 with Domineering and there 

is no reason why it should be either positively or negatively

associated with this fac •
As is to ». expccted Domineering (whloh inolndos nega

tive affect, “ltn — f 
snd Moo** -  Depressed -  * *  -  - O  . P—  -  
.221 with Compensation Activity which - y  *  -  -  -  —  

oatod hy a negative * - i ,  of -.37 on liferent. 
As a oheok on the rotations for the negative polo

. th6 final V matrix to the
matrix the writer sent the grap is

, h torv at tho University of Chicjo which Is »d 
Psyohometiic labor. ry ^  ̂  oonslderod there that the 

the direction of L.U ^  ho impro^d h, the erfrac-
atruotinr. was edequa u the liter's sixth factor
tion of ’omo additional faotors since the

1 Chapter VI, P. 100



residuals were slightly high. Accordingly two extra factors were 
extracted by a worker in the Psychometric Laboratory, the orthogonal 
factor matrix used by the writer was thus increased by two columns 
and is shc*n in Table XXXVII. The eighth factor residuals are given 
in Tablo XXXVIII.

Tho rotations were continued and the final transforma
tion matrix and oblique factor matrix are given in Tables XXXIX and 
XL respectively. The rotations done 1 i the Psychometric Laboratory 
are in no way independent of the work done by tho writer but a 
continuation of it done w-th the writer's consent. It will be 3een 
that the extraction of two additional factors did not materially 
affect the interpretation of the writer's factors, nor wa3 it neces
sary to introduoe new concepts for the interpretation of the additional 

factors.

Table XXXVII.
Orthogonal Factor Matrix F.
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I II III IV
1 -.38 .51 .34 .27
2 -.50 .33 -.12 .32
3 -.30 .45 .34 .10
U -.38 -.50 -.34 -.21
5 .67 .21 -.18 -.18
6 -.77 .16 -.09 .05
7 .10 -.49 .12 .05
3 .41 .16 .56 -.26
9 -.57 .26 .15 .22

10 .53 .11 -.24 .33
11 .68 -.39 .20 .11
12 .64 -.06 Ocn

•

• .21
13 .65 -.26 .11 .24
U -.63 -.18 .25 -.11
15 -.31 -.54 .28 -.18
16 .19 -.45 .19
17 .23 .50 -- .^0 -.16
IB -.47 -.1 8 -.60 -.11
19 -.25 .21 -.54 -.20

20 -.46 -.42 .35 -.14
21 .50 .31 .18 -.30
22 .55 .46 -.11 -.21

V VI VII VIII
-.11 -.33 -.12 .20
.29 .32 -.06 -.06
-.21 -.33 -.15 .18
-.08 .02 .14 .07
-.05 .08 -.08 .U
-.15 .16 .16 -.11
.27 .06 -.20 .19
-.17 .07 .15 .19
.24 .40 .08 -.11
-.12 -.14 .07 -.18

.29 -.14 .16 .07

CM•1 .04 .13 .10
.07 -.09 .22 -.09
.08 -.10 -.15 1 • H* O

-.09 .13 -.11 .07
-.04 -.02 -.27 -.08
.25 -.18 -.07 -.18
.15 -.06 .16 .21
.20 -.33 .11 .13
-.13 .06 -.12 -.22
-.02 .22 .19 -.10
.07 .05 ~.2£ .10
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Frequency Distribution of the Eighth Faotor Residuals.

Residual Frequency
-.10 2
-.09 8
-.08 2
-.07 2
-.06 12
-.05 22
-.04 KL
-.03 56
-.02 78
-.01 74
.00 70
.Cl 36
.02 30
.03 16
.04 6
,05 6 N * 462

Table XXXVIII.

Table XXXIX. 
Transformation Matrix_A. •

A B C D
I .21 .2/ .03 -.14

II -.17 .18 .22 .23
III .27 -.39 .26 .43
IV .24 .60 -.52 .37
V ,7b -.48 -.25 .04
VI -.22 .11 .05 -.67
VII .16 .36 .74 -.33
VIII .38 .14 .03 .20

E F G H
.09 -.06 .21 .04
.11 .31 .11 .26
.32 -.02 -.12 -.26
.14 .46 -.09 -.01
.22 .U .28 24
.12 .58 .24 -.49
.60 .27 -.63 .03
.66 .28 .63 -.75

Table XL.
Oblique Factor Matrix V.

A B C D S F
1 .03 .01 -.02 .70 .0? .J8
2 .00 .02 -.24 .01 .W .;5
3 -.06 -.0 4  .05 .62 -.02 -.Oo 
/ _ 15 -.08 .02 -.33 .*-3 ->1°
5 ioo .21 .07 -.18 . 07 .00
6 -.3 6  .02 .12 -.06 .08 .1
7 .38 -.24 -.30 -02 -.05 .02
8 .10 -.06 . 48 - 05 .01 ^

9 *°° "•?? "*?2 ” *00 -*.09 . 00 - ’ 0 .
i?  - s  m  '-'.0 3  :S  .00 .05 -
g  -:S :2 >  - g  _-g -;s

13 .34 .25 .01 -.Of - g  .  l6
14 -.04  - . f?  -07  .21 - I  _ ;21
15 -.03 -.36 -.01 - f l 8

16 - 2  '*00 ‘.03 *05 .0017 .00 -.03 -V- 50 .07
18 -.02 .02 -.06 -.24
19 .01 -.0 1  .02 .00 _*35 _|2g
20 -.1 8  - .U  . ‘ 26 -.01 .07
21 -.04 .03 • _ QU >00
22 .00 .00 -.06 -.02

G H
.00 .01
.07 .05
.00 -.01
.13 -.13
.34 -.02
.31 .00
.28 -.26
.05 -.29
.08 -.05

.28
.05 -.03
.04 -.07
-.12 .06
’.14 .00
..02 -.36
.08 -.05
.10 .48
.02 ,00
.04 .30
-.25 -.11

.00 .02

.48 .04



The factors restating from th>se additional rotations 

do not require a separate interpretation. For the convenience of 

the reader the highest loadings of the factors obtained by the 

writer and tho^e obtained in the Psychometric Laboratory w ill be set 

out in comparable pairs.

Factor A (Negative Pole) Factor A (Negative Pole) 
Psvch. Lab.

„ Trait Number
11 Placid
7 Lethargio

13 Sedate

Loading
+ .57 
+ .36 
+ .33

Code
Number

11
7

13

Trait
Placid
Lethargic
Sedate

Loading
+ .59 
+ .38 
+ .34

6 Emotionally 
Unstable

-.37 6 Emotionally
Unstable

-.36

T M «  f*nnt.nr was designated Adjustment with No Affect.

Factor B (Negative Pole)

Code TraitNumber
12 Cautious
10 Serious
5 Undemonstrative

13 Sedate

14 Quitter
20 Spasmodic Worker
15 Procra stinator

Loading Code
Number

+ .56 12
+ .51 10
+ .25 5
+ .14 13

-.45 14
-.42 20
-.41 15

Faotor B (Negative Fcle) 
Psyoh. Lao.
Trait Loading

Cautious + .61
Serious +.49
U.demcnstrative + .21
Sedate + * 25

Quitter
Spasmodic Worker 
Procrastinator

-.47
-.41
-.36

This fc ot,vP was der^nated S^ojjdarzjSfflStioa*

r'actor C obtained by the writer appears to have been

.p in  Into fiotora in th. Paychotric Laborer, rotation - into 

tiw ir !>- their Factor G which was an additiMal factor ax-

tractbd by than.
FaotorC(Negative Pole)

TraitCode 
!HnborDetached 

22 Dnconuaunicative 
5 Undemonstrative 
8 Indifferent 

17 Avoids Company

* 4. r /Negative Pole* Factor C ( p3Joh# Lab< >

T j j nrf Code Treit Loading
Loading dumber8 Indifferent + .48

21 Detached
-.3$ 
-.30

+ .64 
+ .63 
+ .49 
+ .48 
+ .45

-.43

16 Slow Worker 
7 Lethargic

4 Indecisive
18 Lacking in C on fid ed  -.33
16 Slow Worker '*  '
20 Spasmodic Worker
15 Procrastinator
14 Quitter
7 Lethargic
6 Emotionally 

Unstable

-.30
-.27
-.21

Code Trait
^^j^Uncommuni oat i ve

5 Ureiemonstrative 
7 Lethargic

Loading
+ .48 
+ .34 
+ .28

6  E m o t io n a l ly  Unstahle -.31 
20 S p asm od ic  Worker *
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